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I have installed the navdata for the Cycle 1709 for FSX P3D X-Plane Navigraph Airac. It should work
with the p3d version of X-Plane. If you wish to install navdata for X-Plane, Prepar3D or FSX, please
use the. the latest navdata into your simulator according to the current AIRAC cycle. Hi. I have
installed the navdata for the Cycle 1709 for FSX P3D X-Plane Navigraph Airac. It should work with the
p3d version of X-Plane. If you wish to install navdata for X-Plane, Prepar3D or FSX, please use the.
the latest navdata into your simulator according to the current AIRAC cycle. [FS9/FSX/P3D/X-Plane]
Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1707. After a long research, i've managed to find a working torrent from a
foreign web-site. FlightSim Commander V9.607 FSX/P3D/. JeppView 1703 PRO ATC X 1.8.7 FSX/FSX
SE/P3D. Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1706 FS9/FSX/P3D/X-Plane. 15 Dec 2016. [FS9/FSX/P3D/X-Plane]
Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1709. After a long research, i've managed to find a working torrent from a
foreign web-site. FlightSim Commander V9.607 FSX/P3D/. JeppView 1703 PRO ATC X 1.8.7 FSX/FSX
SE/P3D. Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1709 FS9/FSX/P3D/X-Plane. 01 Apr 2017. These files completely
replace the base layer of X-Plane. If these files are present, the X-Plane base layer is ignored. Note
that because of the referential integrity, it is not possible to update just the earth_fix.dat and not the
earth_awy.dat. Upon load, it is checked that all files are of the same cycle number. Mix-matching
different cycles is not supported. [FS9 FSX P3D X-Plane] Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1709. Navigator
Downloader for FS9/FSX/P3D/X-Plane. A new version of navigraph with new cycles available. We
release new Navdata according to the AIRAC cycle which is numbered YYNN. download the addon for
the other simulators including X-Plane, Prepar3D and FSX.
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